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This tome is the second part of the diptych outlining synthetic picture of cultural relations 

between Commonwealth and European countries referring to pre-Enlightenment model of 

European polarisation into North and East. Belief that Polish culture, especially of early modern 

period, is more "Romanesque" or "Latin" than other Slavic cultures remains embedded in 

scientific discourse and thus substantiates comparative studies focused on this problem. Cultural 

South presented in these papers is most of all the area closest to tradition of Roman classicism 

renewed by humanism but also the area of papal and Catholic (post-Trent) modern era. It is being 

differently interpreted, especially in former provinces of Gaul behind the Alps but one thing is 

common: relation to Rome as a symbol of religious and cultural unity. Polish-Lithuanian 

Commonwealth turned out to be on many levels the most faithful of all the Rome's daughters that 

made the tradition the main source of its identity and suffering exclusion in northern part of the 

continent for the very same reason. 

Regardless of true respect for Pope's (always distant) authority it often turned out to be a 

useful argument in endless games with royalty that relativised its claims while strengthening the 

mythology of strong independent nation of nobles who fear only God and his Earthly 

representative. This conjunction of ideas that reaches in Poland as far back as middle ages 

became a ripe fruit of Jesuitical political education that kept alive humanistic traditions of Roman 

republicanism present in Polish culture since XV century and connected different patterns of 

religious identity on that grounds 

Papers gathered in this tome written by scholars from ten academic centres of Poland, 

Sweden, France, Italy and Portugal present Commonwealth as a participant of dialogue of values 

with countries of Romance South register mutual connections, examine the subtle matter of 

"Polishness" and its image emerging from Romance cultures, analyze patterns of "strangeness" 

visible in old Polish culture. They also reveal its creativity and dynamism that accepted but also 

transformed received values branding them with unique imprint. 

 


